The Corona Scandal - Dr Corbett and PB case against the
corona laws
UK LEGAL CASE AGAINST THE CORONA LAWS
Governments through the emergency regulations have imposed the closings and restrictions of businesses, as well as social institutions
vital to our social systems balance. Have placed restrictions on our freedoms, the amount of people that can gather outdoors and indoors,
including if friends and relatives can visit one another. And the use of face masks and contact tracing. But is the corona virus that
dangerous? And are these measure proportional to the long term damage on society?
Thousands of doctors and experts tell os that the danger and spead of covid-19 is being greatly exagerated. The corona virus covid19 is
no more dangerous than the normal flu, that the PCR test to detect corona is unreliable, up to 97% of positive results could be false
positives. They also tell us to have a real look at the collateral damages these regulations are having on our society, our economy, our
physical and psychological health, and our civil and human rights. Also the point to the breach of civil and human rights that is currently
going on - in order to declare state of emergency and not breach human rights, countries must follow agreed laws and procedures for
pandemics, and this is not happening. Also cases against the promoters of the corona panic are being obstructed, Justice is being
obstructed! Doctors have made pressreleasers, videos and demostrations, but have largely been ignored, censured and bullied. The next
step was for doctors to take the case to court, the only way for them to be heard, and for all the facts to be placed openly on the table.
One of such legal cases is the case of Dr Kevin Corbett & The People's Brexit agains the UK governmants Coronavirus Act 2020, and
the breach of civil and human rights law. Here is an overview of their case so far.
June 2020 - THE CORONAVIRUS ACT 2020 IS NULL AND VOID - Our main legal challenge is based on the fact that The
Coronavirus Act 2020 defines 'coronavirus' as being 'covid-19' but as the Koch's Postulates have not been followed at all, it
cannot be recognised and proven to be a disease or virus legally, medically or scientifically. We are also challenging the
Government over the fact that they have not followed the established procedures regarding Pandemics on a National or
International basis.
We are The People's Brexit, a group of Solicitors, legal researchers and campaigners. We have been extensively researching the current
legal situation since the illegal 'lockdown' deprived us all of our Democracy, Human Rights and Freedoms. We have now established that
The Coronavirus Act 2020 is null and void.
The are many reasons for The Coronavirus Act 2020 being null and void:
The Act defines 'coronavirus' as being 'covid-19' -- S1(1) of the Act defines 'coronavirus' as being 'covid-19' or it's other name
'SARS Cov-2'. However, by virtue of the fact that it is not legally, medically or scientifically recognised as a disease or virus it
cannot be legislated against, and this makes the whole Act null and void. The reason for this is that 'covid-19' has not been
subjected to the 130 year established legal, medical and scientific procedure that recognises if it is actually a disease or virus or
not, which is known as the Koch Postulates. This involves purifying and isolating the 'disease' or 'virus' and proving that it actually
causes the illness that it is claimed that it does.
Legal errors, enforcing the Act before it actually became law -- Further, there are a multitude of procedural and legal errors made
when the Government enacted this legislation. Including enforcing the Act on 23rd March with the 'lockdown' before it actually
became law with Royal Assent on 25th March.
The Act facilitates misreporting of deaths -- In addition, the Act facilitates misreporting of deaths from various illnesses that it is
claimed are also suffering with 'covid-19' as doctors are told to just use guesswork as to cause of death. This has been happening
since the 10th March, long before the Act became law and allows the 'covid-19' statistics to increase rapidly. There is no doubt the
figures are being manipulated and any excess mortality is due to the terrible inhumane suffering, fear and neglect caused by the
'lockdown' itself. With lifesaving treatment cancelled and people too terrified to seek urgent medical help.
Existing legislation should have been used for a Pandemic wich protected our Human Rights -- Also, existing legislation should
have been used for a Pandemic such as the Infectious Diseases Act 1984 and if this was not sufficient the Civil Contingencies Act
2004 should have been used. This would have protected our Human Rights, as s20 of the Act demanded, along with other
requirements and protections under the Act including "due proportion", Parliamentary scrutiny and a duration of only 30 days
maximum. This is outlined in the Department of Health's report 'UK Influenza Pandemic Preparedness Strategy 2011'. This report
made it clear that the Rule of Law should be upheld and life should carry on as normal for the healthy. Not the deliberately
induced fear and hysterics and disproportionate reactions as an excuse for taking away our Human Rights, Civil liberties and
destroying our economy in the process.
The Coronavirus Act 2020 has been used to illegally seize absolute power and control and has no place in a modern Democracy -Shamefully, the Coronavirus Act 2020 has been written as an 'Enabling Act' worse than even Hitler in Nazi Germany had. It is an
abomination that has been used by the Government to illegally seize absolute power and control and has no place in a modern
Democracy.
Existing legislation should have been used for a Pandemic, this would have protected our Human Rights. This is outlined in the
Department of Health's report 'UK Influenza Pandemic Preparedness Strategy 2011'. https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/213717/dh_131040.pdf - This report
made it clear that the Rule of Law should be upheld and life should carry on as normal for the healthy. Not the deliberately induced fear

and hysterics and disproportionate reactions as an excuse for taking away our Human Rights, Civil liberties and destroying our economy
in the process.
Shamefully, the Coronavirus Act 2020 has been written as an 'Enabling Act' worse than even Hitler in Nazi Germany had. It is an
abomination that has been used by the Government to illegally seize absolute power and control and has no place in a modern
Democracy.
'Covid-19' has never been isolated and proven to be a virus or disease, it cannot be tested for. PCR test is not accurate, there is a
false positive rate of 80% for this test, it is just testing for genetic material and not coronavirus, cycles amplified can be easily
rigged. These results are being weaponised and used to deprive us of our Democracy, Human Rights and Freedoms, also our
finances.
'Covid-19' has never been isolated and proven to be a virus or disease, it cannot be tested for - As 'covid-19' has never been
isolated and proven to be a virus or disease, it cannot be tested for. Instead of 'covid-19' being tested for, what is actually being
tested for is genetic material and a RNA sequence based upon lung fluid extracted from Chinese patients. This genetic material is
found in everyone and at higher levels in very ill people suffering from any illness. Our main legal challenge is based on the fact
that The Coronavirus Act 2020 defines 'coronavirus' as being 'covid-19' but as the Koch's Postulates have not been followed at all,
it cannot be recognised and proven to be a disease or virus legally, medically or scientifically. This also has the follow on effect
that it is not possible to test for what you have not isolated.
PCR test is not accurate, there is a false positive rate of 80% for this test, it is just testing for genetic material and not coronavirus,
cycles amplified can be easily rigged - Further, the test that is being used is called the RT-PCR test and the inventor said it should
NEVER be used for diagnostics. This is because it is not a 'gold-standard' test that would give 100% accuracy. In fact, there is a
false positive rate of 80% for this test. This means that the test is meaningless as it is just testing for genetic material and not
coronavirus and even that is only a real positive for one in five people. Other tests being used are as bad or even worse. Further,
using these tests anyone can test either positive or negative depending upon how many cycles the specimen is amplified by and as
such the tests can be easily rigged.
These results are being weaponised and used to deprive us of our Democracy, Human Rights and Freedoms, also our finances -We want the Government to be immediately banned from conducting any further 'coronavirus' testing. They are not really testing
for 'coronavirus' but these results are being weaponised and used to deprive us of our Democracy, Human Rights and Freedoms,
also our finances are being affected and our economy destroyed all based upon false results. People are also dying as treatment is
being denied as the NHS focus is only on so-called 'covid-19'. People have also been so frightened by the relentless Media
brainwashing that they are now not requesting urgent medical help when they need it.
The 'lockdown' measures were based upon advice by Government 'advisors', from 'modeling' estimates and reports not even
peer reviewed -- WHO report from 2006 criticises forced isolation and quarantine branding these measures "ineffective and
impractical" - tracers infringe our rights and privacy, and has the sinister potential to be weaponised
'Lockdown' measures were based upon advice by Government 'advisors', from 'modeling' estimates and reports not even peer
reviewed -- Further, the 'lockdown' and 'social distancing' were measures that were forced upon us and were based upon advice by
Government 'advisors', from 'modeling' estimates and reports not even peer reviewed. These 'advisors' from Imperial College,
including Professor Neil Ferguson have a track record of complete failure, including the slaughter of millions of healthy animals
and the ruin of livelihoods during the Foot and Mouth debacle.
WHO report from 2006 criticises forced isolation and quarantine branding these measures "ineffective and impractical" -- These
absurd measures have no proven medical or scientific effectiveness and even the opposite is true and these measures are
considered "dangerous" by many top international doctors. This is even reinforced by the World Health Organisation (WHO)
themselves in their report 'Nonpharmaceutical Interventions for Pandemic Influenza, National and Community Measures' from
2006, which is on the official American Government Health website, the writers of which include current members of SAGE,
Government 'advisors'. This report criticises forced isolation and quarantine branding these measures "ineffective and impractical".
It also states that "Legal authority and procedures for implementing interventions should be understood in advance and should
respect cultural differences and human rights." Cruicially the report states that at Phase 6 of a Pandemic, when a Pandemic is
officially declared (WHO declared it to be a Pandemic on 11th March 2020), measures such as tracing and quarantine should not
be attempted. This means that according to the WHO themselves neither the UK or the rest of the world should have been put in
'lockdown'. It states "Patient isolation and tracing and quarantine of contacts should cease, as such measures will no longer be
feasible or useful." - Read it in full: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3291415/
Tracers are an infringements of our rights and privacy, has the sinister potential to be weaponised -- We feel that the 'NHS tracing
app' and the 25,000 'tracers' are yet more infringements of our rights and privacy and is an outrage and illegal. This also has the
sinister potential to be weaponised and used to terrify the population into thinking they have so-called 'covid-19'. Also the potential
to keep a 'Pandemic' going indefinitely. Further the report concludes 'lockdown' did not work back in 1918 even during war and
under desperate, disadvantaged circumstances and the absurd 'social distancing' measures currently being demanded did not even
get a mention! This case is about DEMOCRACY and righting a wrong that has been done to us all. The Coronavirus Act 2020
needs to be IMMEDIATELY null and void and fake 'coronavirus' testing must be IMMEDIATELY banned. Our aim is for life to
return to the 'old normal' that it should have remained. We should have no more 'lockdown', 'social distancing', testing, tracing and
you certainly cannot vaccinate against what you have not proven to exist.
We will be helping and showing the way to the rest of the world that they do not have to accept this either. The UK is supposed to be the
'Mother of Democracy' but we now find ourselves in an enforced Dictatorship based upon false evidence and fake and draconian policies
that were not even effective in 1918 before modern medicine, let alone in the 21st Century.
Thank you for your support, together we can overcome this deception and insanity and get the lives we deserve back again for us, our

children and our grandchildren. We owe it to them to not allow their future to be ruined by the compromised, by fools and by Politicians.
June 2020 - Our Judicial Review legal process has commenced! -- out intent to ban testing and tracing
Our Judicial Review legal process has commenced! -- out intent to ban testing and tracing - Our main legal challenge is based on the fact
that The Coronavirus Act 2020 defines 'coronavirus' as being 'covid-19' but as the Koch's Postulates have not been followed at all, it
cannot be recognised and proven to be a disease or virus legally, medically or scientifically. We are also challenging the Government
over the fact that they have not followed the established procedures regarding Pandemics on a National or International basis.
Our Government Has Destroyed Our Country! However, all is not lost if we unite NOW and fight our Government in the Courts
as the law is on OUR side. They need to be stopped NOW before the damage is even worse.
Our Government has caused thousands of deaths with their illegal 'lockdown' due to lack of treatment. Then they claim these are
'covid-19 positive' deaths to boost their statistics.
Our Government control and manipulate these mortality statistics.
Our Government will cause many many more deaths as their actions have made the NHS Waiting List over 10 million people now
and many will die waiting.
Our Government will cause many further deaths as vital cancer screening and treatment is not happening and there will be many
suicides of people broken by the illegal 'lockdown'.
Our Government ban us from seeing our ill and dying family and friends in hospital and then limits numbers for funerals which
then have to 'social distance'.
Our Government will only allow us to see family and friends outdoors, under their silly confusing rules, 'socially distanced' of
course.
Our Government pointlessly has caused our healthy economy to plunge by 20.4% in April because of their insane illegal
'lockdown'.
Our Government has used our police force that we fund to enforce their illegal actions and make them fine us if we do not comply.
Our Government has destroyed people's lives with their illegal actions, jobs are lost, businesses ruined, children are deprived of
their education all for nothing as even Professor Neil Ferguson was forced to admit.
Our Government are now forcing us to wear masks on public transport even though this has no benefit and will give us health
problems.
Our Government is forcing us to do absurd 'social distancing' which has no scientific evidence but just destroys businesses and
makes our lives a misery.
Our Government allows 'social distancing' rules to be broken by protesters that are furthering their divide and rule aims.
Our Government is forcing our children to 'socially distance' and be frightened if they do get to go to school, which will give them
mental health problems.
Our Government has removed all enjoyment from our lives such as holidays, watching sport and even going out for a meal or a
drink.
Our Government is illegally tracking and tracing us based upon fake tests.
Our Government illegally took our Rights and Freedoms literally over night and are only slowly giving them back and giving us
endless, silly, insulting, confusing rules.
Our Government is now plotting to have regional illegal 'lockdowns' and has given Local Authorities £300 million for this.
Our Government is plotting a 'second wave' of so-called 'covid-19' and has already commenced the brainwashing programme for
this.
Our Government is plotting with Gavi and Gates etc. for us to all to have a lethal vaccine before they will allow our lives to return
to any sort of normality.
Our Government has given Gavi and Gates hundreds of millions of pounds for these vaccines and has promised many more
hundreds of millions of our money to them.
Our Government has used psychological warfare against the People right from the start of this 'pandemic' with their Behavioural
Insights (brainwashing) Team using the Main Stream Media and even the 77th Brigade from the army to control the narrative and
generate fear.
Our Government, however, now need to be frightened themseves as the People are waking up, are not happy and know they are to
blame!
The Government of Occupation is now slowly 'allowing' the businesses it should never have forced to close to finally open up again and
tiny 'easings' of 'lockdown' are being permitted! However, it is all subject to vast amounts of absurd rules, regulations, contradictions and
confusion. Every announcement and all MSM news also comes with threats of the 'second wave' and 'local lockdowns' that THEY WILL
ensure happens unless WE STOP them and those second, third, fourth waves and new virus mutations!
THE GOOD NEWS IS THAT WE CAN STOP THEM WITH YOUR HELP! Please support us as much as you can and tell everyone
you know about our legal action. We are fighting them all the way in every way and we will not stop until we get our Rights, Freedoms,
Democracy and 'old normal' back. We are not prepared to have the lives they with their sinister 'Agendas' want for us and our children
and grandchildren.
They try to brainwash us into 'saving lives' when they are guilty of costing lives with their insane and illegal laws! Why should we
accept their dictates and be forced to be under house arrest, follow pathetic rules, 'social distance', make ourselves ill wearing masks, be
'tested, traced and tracked' and ultimately be forced to have a lethal vaccine?
We must not accept the theft of our Rights, Freedoms and Democracy along with the ruin of our NHS and Economy by a Government
that is acting illegally and has now turned our Democracy into a Dictatorship!
UNITED TOGETHER WE CAN NOW TAKE IT ALL BACK!

July 2020 - Proof of Existence of 'Covid-19'! - Letter to PM Demanding Proof of Existence of 'Covid-19'! As predicted, no reply
was received to this letter as they have no proof, as there is no proof! - Also, a request to the National Research Council (NRC)
department of the Canadian government under the Freedom of Information Act, which requested proof of the genuine isolation
of SARS-COV-2 [covid-19] was answered as follows: "A thorough search of NRC’s records has now been completed, and we
regret to inform you that no records responsive to your request were identified." IT IS OFFICIAL - GOVERNMENTS
CANNOT PROVE THE EXISTENCE OF THE 'COVID 19 VIRUS' THEY ARE USING TO DESTROY OUR LIVES AND
ECONOMIES AND ARE FRAUDULENTLY USING THE LAW TO DO SO!
7 July 2020 - Letter to PM Demanding Proof of Existence of 'Covid-19'! -- The push-back movement against Government tyranny
continues! Now our friends at StandUpX - Science Committee have written to the PM demanding proof of the existence of so-called
'covid-19'. This is to be by way of peer reviewed evidence of isolation and purification of the 'virus'. This is also to be produced with
peer reviewed proof that all of the Koch Postulates have been applied to the 'virus'. As this so-called 'covid-19' 'virus' is now controlling
and dominating our lives, it is only reasonable to be given proof of it and if this proof is not given their ludicrous measures of control and
vaccination plans should STOP NOW! The signatories of the letter are Dr Kevin Corbett, Piers Corbyn, David Crowe, Dr Andrew
Kaufman, Dr David Rasnick and Professor Roger Watson. The Government have been given to the 22nd of July to provide proof, of
course they will not be able to as 'covid-19' does not exist, but it will be interesting to see what they say in their reply. See the letter here:
https://www.kevinpcorbett.com/coronahysteria/viral-challenge-to-boris-johnson.html
27 July 2020 - As predicted, no reply was received to this letter as they have no proof, as there is no proof! -- The deadline for a reply
from the government or PHE for proof of the existence of so-called 'covid-19' was 22nd July. As predicted, no reply was received to this
letter as they have no proof, as there is no proof! Also, a request to the National Research Council (NRC) department of the Canadian
government under the Freedom of Information Act, which requested proof of the genuine isolation of SARS-COV-2 [covid-19] was
answered as follows: "A thorough search of NRC’s records has now been completed, and we regret to inform you that no records
responsive to your request were identified." IT IS OFFICIAL - GOVERNMENTS CANNOT PROVE THE EXISTENCE OF THE
'COVID 19 VIRUS' THEY ARE USING TO DESTROY OUR LIVES AND ECONOMIES AND ARE FRAUDULENTLY USING
THE LAW TO DO SO!
Mask 'Law' - As this 'law' has been fraudulently passed regarding mask wearing which is damaging to health and therefore we
are legally challenging, we recommend that people do not conform to this. Any questions as to why you are not wearing a mask
or face covering can be simply answered that you are "medically exempt". You do not have to justify why under the grounds of
confidentiality.
On the subject of the fraudulent use of the law to control us and destroy our lives, we can now reveal the so-called 'law' that was passed
to make it mandatory to wear a mask/ face covering in England. The legislation claiming to make this 'law' is here:
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2020/791/introduction/made
Note that this so-called law has been made for 12 MONTHS! Also, shockingly the police can use force to get people to obey this absurd
so-called 'law':
3) Where a person does not comply with a direction given to them by a constable under paragraph 2) b), the constable may remove
them from the relevant place.
4) A constable exercising the power in paragraph (3) may use reasonable force, if necessary, in the exercise of the power.
As this 'law' has been fraudulently passed regarding mask wearing which is damaging to health and therefore we are legally challenging,
we recommend that people do not conform to this. Any questions as to why you are not wearing a mask or face covering can be simply
answered that you are "medically exempt". You do not have to justify why under the grounds of confidentiality.
August 2020 - LEGAL ACTION STARTED! Our intent is to ban testing and tracing -- Letter to both the Health Minister, Matt
Hancock, and the Transport Minister, Grant Shapps
We have now started our legal action and a pre-action protocol letter was sent on Friday, 7th August. This letter to both the Health
Minister, Matt Hancock, and the Transport Minister, Grant Shapps, requires a government response by 21st August. Here is a list of what
we are challenging and ultimately hoping to get rid of, the matters being challenged: The Coronavirus Act 2020, The Coronavirus
Restrictions, The Face Coverings Regulations, The North of England Regulations.
Please read the Detailed Statement of Grounds, as you will be amazed at their deceit and abuse of the Law and our Rights and Freedoms.
This is all based on fake tests for a so-called virus that has not even been proven to exist!
The Government Terrified of Our Case! We are legally challenging the Government's ability to make the illegal legislation they will no
doubt be using for this new lockdown that is based upon lies, fear, brainwashing and fake tests! We received a pathetic
acknowledgement of the lodging of our action against them. They also rejected our request for urgency claiming they needed to
"prioritise genuinely urgent matters as far as possible". However, we can think of nothing more urgent than stopping this Government of
Occupation acting unlawfully and stealing our Rights, Freedoms and Democracy! The real reason is, the Government is terrified of our
case as we expose how they are abusing the legal system to impose their tyranny upon us.
This is NOT Democracy! Our Claimant, Dr Kevin Corbett, sums it all up very well when he states: "Our elected Government acts like
hijackers seizing the reins of power to enact draconian regulations that terrorise our families and loved ones all based on the
misapplication of medical science, or indeed, no science whatsoever. The illegitimacy of these most harmful rules is astounding, given
their incompatibility with both the Human Rights Act 1998 and the English Constitution. If they choose to soft peddle on our submission
there will be greater tyranny whose ramifications will prove disastrous for our longstanding traditions of justice, equality and freedom."

Statement
Detailed Statement of Grounds: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RTyiddj-4J36bBoWckM55pY59MUdomkB/view?usp=sharing
Statement of Facts: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xZKWn8ISmeMoSljtdbym6hGY374kn0vz/view
September 2020 - Resist and Act for Freedom Rally
The Resist and Act for Freedom Rally is taking place tomorrow, Saturday 19th September, at 12 pm at Trafalgar Square, London. This is
a medic-focussed event with expert speakers, NHS and police Whistle-blowers. Dr Kevin Corbett and Dr Niall McCrae, who are
challenging the Government in our Legal Action, will be speaking so please go along if you can to support them! Professor Dolores
Cahill and many others will also be speaking along with live video links with Dr Andrew Kaufman, Dr Sherri Tenpenny, Senator Scott
Jensen and Dr Carrie Madej. The Guest MC is Kate Shemirani, who did such a great job last month. The weather looks good for
tomorrow! Large groups please organise yourselves in your bubbles of 6 to stay on the right side of the law!
November 2020 - THE EVASIVE GOVERNMENT RESPONSE - Many issues are not addressed. We have been subject to the
greatest attack on our Democracy and Freedom in our history and yet the Government Legal Department has the audacity to
state that our claim "lacks utility"! They also falsely claim that many of our challenges are out of time and try to evade the
others.
We received a very evasive response from the Government Legal Department on Friday the 13th November, which was the very last day
that they could respond by! This was after they unfairly denied our request for urgency. Many issues are not addressed, such as the
assaults by our own Government on the Constitution, the Common Law, the Legal System, our Parliament, our Sovereignty, our Lawful
Democratic Rights and our Human Rights. We have been subject to the greatest attack on our Democracy and Freedom in our history and
yet the Government Legal Department has the audacity to state that our claim "lacks utility"! They also falsely claim that many of our
challenges are out of time and try to evade the others. Much of their response is literary filibustering, including a lengthy chronology
which actually adds to our case as it clearly exposes the extreme and unprecedented legislation that has been used as a weapon against
the People.
We never thought we would see fascism in the UK coming from our own Government! Just to let you all know that we are working hard
on our response. The Government is using the tedious tactic of delay and when they finally do answer it is blatant abuse and
manipulation of the law. Their arguments are weak and ours are strong so they just try to get their way by lying and cheating! They also
just ignore the law if it does not suit their purpose! For example, a Statutory Instrument can never over-rule a Constitutional Statute, that
is happening time and time again but they just ignore it and pretend it is not happening! They also churn out their crooked 'laws' at an
unbelievable pace, so it is hard to even keep up with the deception!
Be assured that we will never give up fighting for our Freedoms and Democracy, we have right and the law on our side and WE WILL
NEVER SURRENDER!!!
Government Legal Department Response of 13/11/20 - Summary grounds of resistance on behalf of the defendants and interested party,
introduction:
1. By this claim, the claimants seek permission to challenge 27 pieces of primary and secondary legislation passed in response to
the Coronavirus pandemic.
2. The Court will no doubt be aware of the background to the pandemic, but a full chronology of events and relevant legislation
passed in response is set out at Annex A hereto.
3. Permission should be refused because: 3.1. particularly in light of the Dolan challenges, this present claim lacks utility; 3.2.
many of the challenges to Regulations are now academic, those Regulations having been repealed in all material respects; 3.3. the
challenge to many of the Regulations and the Coronavirus Act 2020 is out of time; and 3.4. insofar as it is possible to discern what
the ground of challenge is in any particular ground, there is no arguable merit to those grounds.
4. Given the sheer number of grounds advanced by the Claimants in this case, the Defendants note at the outset that at the
permission stage, “it is not to be assumed that there is an arguable point simply because a number, even a large number, of
different points are raised and expanded upon at length...The approach of ‘never mind the quality, feel the width’ has no
application in [judicial review] proceedings”: R v London Docklands Development Corp, ex p Frost (1997) 73 P & CR 199, 204.
5. The Defendants also apologise for the unusual length of these Summary Grounds. It has proved impossible to sensibly engage
with challenges to 27 separate pieces of primary and secondary legislation in a document of normal Summary Grounds length.
Full Response: Government Legal Department Response of 13/11/20 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ksC4y78dUq_8r3rqyXvLezjMGtzJ_IRV/view
December 2020 - REPLY TO THE GOVERNMENT - At the last count there has been at least 320 Statutory Instruments
churned out by the Government to control every aspect of our lives since 28th January, all with little to no scrutiny. These are
rehashed and changed continually to evade any scrutiny and to cause maximum confusion and fear in the public, who struggle to
even keep up with it! - We are challenging every aspect of this Government fascism and abuse of our Legal System, Constitution
and Parliament and the theft of our Democracy, Freedoms and Rights.
On Friday, 18th December, we sent a Reply to the Government. This was before the latest extreme fascism that was imposed on the
People of England over the weekend! Also before these Governments of Occupation stole our Christmas all across the UK! Our Reply is
extremely relevant even predicting a Tier 4, but never was this expected to be imposed so suddenly and without even the so-called
'scientists' involved producing any evidence of the alleged 'variant' of so-called 'covid 19'! It is also very convenient that it enables them
to massively increase their fascistic regulations and misery inflicted and yet their plans to mass vaccinate are completely unaffected!

At the last count there has been at least 320 Statutory Instruments churned out by the Government to control every aspect of our lives
since 28th January, all with little to no scrutiny. These are rehashed and changed continually to evade any scrutiny and to cause
maximum confusion and fear in the public, who struggle to even keep up with it!
We are challenging every aspect of this Government fascism and abuse of our Legal System, Constitution and Parliament and the theft of
our Democracy, Freedoms and Rights, from punishing business regulations to health destroying masks and from dictatorial travel
restrictions to unlawful arrests and detention and denial of protests.
APPLICANTS’ REPLY TO SUMMARY GROUNDS OF RESISTANCE - INTRODUCTION
1 The chronology produced by the Respondents is incomplete and not agreed.
2 The Applicants will say that - The Respondents have misconstrued the Dolan challenges and the present claim addresses new
legislation. - It is not agreed that the issues surrounding the repealed (and repackaged) regulations are academic. Theoretical
questions are raised which require answers. - In the event that challenges to any of the Regulations are out of time, then the
Applicants will seek permission to apply for appropriate relief. However. Given that the Regulations complained of have been
amended and re-amended, they are, alternatively, content for their arguments to be set against the wording of the Regulations as at
the dates of amendment. Indeed, it is probably necessary for the Court to approach the matter in this way as the Respondents
would otherwise say that any challenges to unamended Regulations have themselves become academic. - As the Court is aware,
the Coronavirus Act 2020 was renewed by Parliament on 30th September 2020. The Applicants refer to the Act as renewed and are
thus not out of time. - It is, obviously, disputed that there is no arguable merit to the Grounds.
3 The number of disputes advanced by the Applicants reflects the Instrumental incontinence of the Government as explained at
paragraphs 16-22 of the Detailed Statement of Grounds.
4 The Secretaries of State have “forgotten” to cite the full passage in their reference to R v London Docklands Development
Corporation Ex Parte Frost (1997) 73 P & CR 199 (1996). The excluded words are in italics. “... it is not to be assumed that there
is an arguable point simply because a number, even a large number, of different points are raised and expanded upon at length in
skeleton arguments and in oral argument. The approach of “never mind the quality, feel the width” has no application in these
proceedings. The points raised, however numerous, have to be examined to see if there is truly anything in them.”
5 The Applicants are aware of the judgment of the Court of Appeal in R (Dolan & Monks) v Secretary of State for Health and
Social Care & Secretary of State for Education [2020] EWCA Civ 1605 which was handed down on 1st December 2020. It is
predicted that the Secretaries of State may rely upon the “Postscript” to that judgment (otherwise, “Obiter Dicta”). With respect to
their Lordships, it seems that they were not directed to the full regulatory history of the government’s response to Covid-19. That is
not surprising, given that their deliberations were restricted to the earliest manifestation of the Instruments.
6 As the Court will recall from paragraph 14 of the Applicants’ Statement of Facts, the Hansard Society had calculated that, as at
14th September 2020, the government had introduced 255 statutory instruments dealing with Covid-19 since 28th January 2020. At
the time of writing, that number has risen to 3201. Indeed, even since the date of filing of the Application for permission, the
government has introduced a further 45 Instruments applying to England which are set out in the Appendix to this Reply.
7 Comprehensive consistency of principle must be established. For instance, it would be inappropriate if requirements to selfisolate were ruled unlawful under one Instrument but remained applicable by way of another in similar circumstances. The
Secretaries of State must not be permitted to avoid legal scrutiny by churning the Regulations.
https://www.hansardsociety.org.uk/publications/data/coronavirus-statutory-instruments-dashboard
8 A prime example is the “Tier” system. This was introduced by the Health Protection (Coronavirus, Local COVID-19 Alert
Level) (England) Regulations SI 1103/2020 (Medium); 1104/2020 (High) and 1105/2020 (Very High) which were in force on 14th
October 2010.
9 They were repealed (save for Schedule 3 to each) by the Health Protection (Coronavirus, Restrictions) (England) (No. 4)
Regulations SI 1200/20202 which came into force on 5th November 2020. As such, the “Tier” regulations represented the law for
a mere 22 days.
10 In turn, the No 4 Regulations were themselves largely revoked by the Health Protection (Coronavirus, Restrictions) (All Tiers)
(England) Regulations SI 1374/2020 on 2nd December. The “Second Lockdown” was therefore in force for just 27 days and the
“Tier” system has been reintroduced.
11 In practical terms, such rapid replacement of the plethora of Regulations cannot be caught by the relative inflexibility of the
Protocol or, indeed, the Court diary. In the absence of appropriate Declaratory relief, the Secretaries of State can machinate to
avoid any judicial scrutiny whatsoever. That is a very grave interference with our constitutional checks and balances. Quis
custodiet ipsos custodes?
12 This is the Applicants’ criticism of process. Inevitably, it merges into questions of substance which are considered below in
refuting the assertion that certain of the claims are “academic”.
13 The Applicants venture to suggest that the Respondents’ irritation at having to deal with challenges to 27 pieces of legislation
may be replicated by the peoples of England who have been expected to keep up with and comply with them.
The reply continues arguing against the governments reply that "in light of the Dolan challenges, this present claim lacks utility", and
clarifying that the Dolan litigation is a different kind of case, the challenge to certain regulations as academic, challenge to certain
regulations and act as out of time, and the substantive response to grounds.
Reply to the Government Legal Department of 18/12/20 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XijmZz19bsTdD8mPORJjMybIORvagdna/view
https://www.crowdjustice.com/case/the-coronavirus-act-2020/
https://kevinpcorbett.com/coronahysteria/
VIDEO

Nurse Kate Shemirani hosted the event at Trafalgar Square Rally 19 Septemeber 2020. In recent months she has been suspended by the
Nursing and Midwifery Council for daring to criticise the NHS. The caring mum of four, who describes herself as a “Natural Nurse in a
Toxic World”, has been referred to in the tabloids as ‘the most dangerous woman in Britain’. - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZXkfSrHRS0
Dr Kevin Corbett, who is challenging the Government the Legal Action, says: "Kill the New Normal" at Trafalgar Square Rally https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bJBAAixaP3o

